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Can postcolonial theory help explain Latvian politics of
integration? Reflections on contemporary Latvia as a
postcolonial society
Deniss Hanovs

Department of Communication Studies, Riga Stradiņš University, Riga, Latvia*

ABSTRACT
Democracy and civic society in Latvia are strongly affected by a multifaceted gap
between the ethnic majority and minorities within contemporary Latvian society. The
political elite are crucial actors in the politics of integration in Latvia. Postcolonial
theories can help evaluate and explain the insufficiency of current integration
policies in Latvia in respect to the participation of ethnic minorities in Latvia.
Current integration challenges will be examined here based on two related issues
of Latvian integration policies: (1) the process of naturalization and (2) the conflicting
concepts of the twentieth-century Latvian history, especially the occupation in 1940.
Both issues should be “revisited” using postcolonial explanatory potential in order to
identify the causes of the long-lasting failure of integration policies in Latvia.
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Caliban:
You taught me language; and my profit on’t

Is, I know how to curse. The red plague rid you
For learning me your language!

Shakespeare, The Tempest (1610)

Both sides of the ladder of modernity
– global unification and equal access

– should be of the same length; otherwise the ladder will break down.
Alexander Etkind, Vnutrennaya kolonizaciya [Internal colonization] (2013)

Introduction: What makes Latvia postcolonial?

Susan Buck-Morss, in her aspiring essay Theorizing Today: The Post-Soviet Condition,
stated that all of us, the global communities of postmodern states and societies, are
post-Soviet:

The post-Soviet condition does not apply to a curio of specimens who presently inhabit the
former Soviet Union or define their situation as unique. This is not about ‘failed modernity,’ or
collective cultural difference based on linguistic specificity. Rather: we are all post-Soviet. We
are to understand this situation as our own. (Buck-Morss 2012, 10)
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Buck-Morss defined the post-Soviet not in terms of space, but in terms of a time
concept closely linked to the ideology of modernity that, in her view, led the world to
various forms of political, ecological, and economic turbulence. The failure of moder-
nity to fulfill promised visions of universal happiness has since the early 1990s become
a hot topic in various disciplines, not only in the academic discourse on collective
memory, but also in postcolonial studies.

Various academicians reflect on changes in post-Socialist societies, among them
Gernot Grabher and David Stark (1997), representing analysis of the economic trans-
formations of eastern European societies, Maruška Svašek (2006), analyzing collective
emotions and performative practices of post-Socialist societies, and Karl Schlögel
(2009), researching the transformations of space and time concepts following the
restoration of national states in eastern Europe. Two issues seem to occupy pride of
place in research on the transformations of post-Soviet societies – history concepts
and the participation of minorities in the restored national states (Tabūns 2010, 278).

Since the beginning of the 1990s, the issue of citizenship and the interpretation of
the history of Latvia in the twentieth century have shaped Latvian political discourse
on the integration of ethnic minorities, mainly Russians, into the society of the re-
established Latvian state.

My statement in relation to these issues, which will be covered in detail in this
article, is as follows: the policies of inclusion of ethnic minorities have been shaped by
the politics of collective memory of ethnic Latvians, who are the ethnic majority. The
multifaceted process of regaining the past of the ethnic majority is the predominant
source of the policies regarding the inclusion of ethnic minorities, who had been left
behind after the break-up of the USSR. Thus, political discourse on the ethnic majority
during the Soviet period 1944–1990 shapes integration discourse and state policies
toward the ethnic minorities and the institution of citizenship. State policies that are
based on the collective experience of the ethnic majority during the Soviet power also
frame the responses of the ethnic minorities toward the political offer to be included
in the ethnic Latvian cultural space. In the article, I suggest that the responses of the
ethnic minorities are shaped by the same tools of ethnicity and ethnically shaped
memories, which are developed and used by ethnic Latvians in the media and
parliamentary discourse.

Among those researchers who reflect on the phenomena of ethnicity and citizen-
ship in relation to the ethnic communities in post-Soviet states, Rogers Brubaker’s
concept of nationalism, nation, and minorities has been useful for the interpretation of
the situation in Latvia. Brubaker stated that the idea of a nation should not be treated
as a category of analysis, but as a category of practice (Brubaker 1996, 15). In this case,
the idea of a nation, also a Latvian nation, in which ethnic origin is the predominant
tool of belonging, should be examined as a category of performative cultural practice.
Thus a common culture becomes the basis for a common space and frames belong-
ing. But as culture is shaped in terms of ethnic heritage, including the sites of memory,
national heroes and most influential texts that all members of a nation should share
and remember, state policies and civic activities can also then turn into prolonged
cultural and ethnic tools of belonging, diminishing the presence of integration tools
that act irrespectively of the ethnic origin of the groups and individuals involved in the
process of integration. In this article, I suggest that the slow process of naturalization,
as well as the so-called wars of memory, which take place yearly in front of various
monuments in Riga, can be understood as the results of the ethnicization of civic
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elements of belonging and inclusion, such as citizenship, state symbols, and consen-
sus on the interpretation of Latvian history.

The author of the article will interpret integration policies and their various deficits
using another theoretical thesis by Brubaker on concepts of post-Soviet nationalism.
Brubaker developed the triadic structure of nationalisms in post-Soviet states, which
consists of the nationalism of the ethnic majority, which regained its statehood and
acts as the predominant ethnic and cultural community, but is still insecure and
experiences the pressure of another type of nationalism, produced by external
national homelands, such as Putin’s Russia (Brubaker 1996, 5, 141–143). According to
this structure, the third type of nationalism, the nationalism of ethnic minorities in the
re-established national states, is located in the tension space between the two
nationalisms mentioned above (Brubaker 1996, 6, 46–47). This triadic form can be
applied to the situation in Latvia.

Since the end of the 1980s, the political and intellectual elites in Latvia have
developed a discourse on the insecurity and threats to Latvian ethnic culture and
have in 2013 and 2014 actively supported the preamble to the Latvian constitution,
which states the special role and place of Latvian ethnic heritage and the Latvian
ethnic cultural space. The preamble has reached in the spring of 2014 its final stage in
parliament before it becomes a part of the constitution.

Since the beginning of Putin’s first period of rule in 2000, the revival of imperial
discourse and the narrative of the greatness of the Russian state involve regular
criticism of the phenomenon of noncitizens in two of the Baltic states, Estonia and
Latvia.

At the same time various activities of the ethnic minorities in Latvia in the past
three years signal the growth of minority nationalism: the so-called Russian language
referendum in February 2012, the elections for the Parliament of Non-Citizens on 1–10
June 2013, supported by the political party “Harmony Centre,” which defines itself as
the protector of minorities and noncitizens, various actions supporting Crimea’s
annexation by Putin on the streets of Riga in spring 2014 and online messages
made by members of ethnic minorities, including the rejection of the fact of the
Soviet occupation by the Web site “Rodina.lv.” These examples signify the growing
performative character of the discourse on ethnicity, Latvian history and citizenship in
Latvia and provide support for analyzing Latvian integration policies as performative
tools in which different performers, politicians, experts, media and civic institutions,
including ethnic minorities’ NGOs, act, collide, and produce messages for their own
groups and for the ethnically Other.

In my opinion, the effectiveness of Latvian integration policies, which include
citizenship and the interpretation of history, can be analyzed using the term “perfor-
mance,” which is one of the major analytical categories in the postcolonial theoretical
frame (Bhabha 1994, 325). Can Latvian society be interpreted using a postcolonial
frame as a society that experiences transformation after almost five decades of Soviet
ethnic policies?

Among the various disciplines that are involved in the analysis of the post-Soviet
conditions in the eastern European region, I find the revised postcolonial concepts
reflected in the trend setting volume Post-colonial Studies and Beyond (Loomba et al.
2005) the most applicable to the political conditions in Latvia since the beginning of
the 1990s. Let me mention three reasons.
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Firstly, various key authors, such as Homi Bhabha, Frederick Cooper, and Rogers
Brubaker, have entered the “post-Edward Said phase” of postcolonial studies and have
gone beyond the colonial and postcolonial societies in North or Central Africa and
other regions. Postcolonialism has, since the mid-1990s, returned and settled in the
former metropolis, in Europe. Europe, according to Dipesh Chakrabarty, is to be
provincialized in order to better analyze how colonial practices outside Europe applied
the categories of modernism and traditionalism, enlightenment and civilization to
suppress and control colonized societies (Chakrabarty 2000, 30, 99, 152).

The breakdown of the Soviet empire has influenced various social disciplines by
presenting new challenges of interpreting processes in post-Soviet Europe and post-
Cold War world. According to Aleida Assmann (2012, 18), the concept of future has
disappeared from global ideological discourse since the breakdown of the commun-
ism concept in eastern Europe and its place has been occupied by the constructions of
national pasts, which were, for a long time, suppressed, forbidden, and exiled. This
situation is relevant for the native population of the Baltic states who had spent
centuries under the German aristocracy and Tsarist Empire and almost five decades
of the last century under the Soviet rule.

The end of the Soviet state has given vital input into the empirical content of
postcolonial analysis – the multiethnic Soviet empire broke down and the societies of
the 15 former Soviet socialist republics entered a post-Soviet period with different
preconditions and local contexts. From 1918 to 1940, the Baltic states functioned as
democratic and later authoritarian nation-states and, as various scholars stated, could
remember their civic culture and use democratic experience gathered before 1940 to
successfully restore democratic regimes after the collapse of the Soviet empire (Götz
and Hackmann 2003, 6; Galbreath 2008, 88).

After the breakdown of the Soviet Union, the Baltic states continued their struggle
to rediscover their national histories as newly restored nation-states. All three repub-
lics have inherited various controversial issues from their Soviet past. Latvia is a special
case among the three republics with the largest number of ethnic minorities (exceed-
ing 40%), large number of noncitizens (Soviet internal migrants during the period
from 1945 until the mid-1980s), and ethnically divided political landscape with no
clear signs of ethnic reconciliation policies.

Since the 1990s, the Latvian political elite, predominantly ethnic Latvians, viewed
the restoration of the interrupted political culture of the so-called “first” Republic
(1918–1940) as their top priority. Alongside the restoration of the Satversme
[Constitution of Latvia] and various political institutions and practices, the politics of
the past plays a predominant role in various areas, including integration policies, civil
society, and migration policy. Various researchers from the postcolonialism frame have
defined the situation in the Baltic states from different perspectives, as postcolonial
conditions. The influential volume edited by Kelertas (2006, 3) on postcolonialism in
the Baltic region focused on self-representations of colonized nations in their national
arts and literature. As the editor stated in her introductory notes, the term “colonial-
ism” concerning the Baltic states could be found as early as in the 1950s, not, however,
in academic debates on political development, but in debates on literatures of the
Baltic states. Kelertas (2006, 168) stated in the same volume that there are various
reasons to apply postcolonial studies to the Baltic states, naming classical elements of
colonial power applicable to Soviet politics, such as domination and control, including
linguistic control over the colonized population. In her article on the Soviet regime in
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the Baltic states Annus (2012, 31), postcolonialism scholar from Estonia indicated a
wide variety of phenomena and processes in the Baltic states as occupied territories
and came to the conclusion that the military occupation was followed by various
forms of Soviet domination and restructuring of Baltic societies that are characteristics
of a colonial regime.

Latvian researcher Benedikts Kalnačs (2011, 165) has recently undertaken an inspir-
ing academic comparison of postcolonial drama in the three Baltic states, analyzing
various reactions of playwrights to the colonial experience during the Soviet regime,
stating that the condition of living and creating in the colonial regime stimulated the
rediscovery of national myth, ethnic past, and supported constructions of the collec-
tive past of the oppressed. This process presupposed active use of collective mne-
monic activities that were supposed to unite groups and create preconditions for
latent opposition and even conflict with the weakened Soviet regime in the second
half of the 1980s, such as protests against the construction of a Metro in Riga, the
People`s Front, etc. One may suggest that the content of atmoda [awakening – in
Latvian] (the so-called “Third national awakening”) in Latvia was born out of forbidden
memories and hidden myths. An issue relevant to this article is the supposition that
current political elites in Latvia have to deal with similar processes of consolidation of
minority groups based on their “ethnic” constructions of memories, which are per-
ceived as challenges to the content of majority memories.

In this case, civic activities of minorities do not support the development of civic
elements in the discourse on the Latvian nation, thus helping to sustain a rather
closed version of the nation, which in my article is synonymous with the predomi-
nance of ethnic heritage and ethnic mnemonic activities over belonging beyond
ethnic communities. The Latvian patterns of integration policies can be best described
by the thesis by art theoretician Boris Groys, according to whom most post-Soviet
societies are moving not toward a society of Western liberal and inclusive individual-
ism, which has been offered to eastern European societies since 1991, but are trying to
regain the ethnic and cultural past, thus moving from closed Soviet society to another
closed concept of ethnicized past (Groys 2008, 155). For such a closed model, the
presence of the ethnic Other is one of the major challenges for managing ethnic
diversity within the concept of the national state.

Still the vital question for this article remains open for debates – is post-Soviet
condition a postcolonial one? Can we describe the Baltics as former colonies of the
USSR and as postcolonial societies?

According to Alexander Etkind and coeditors (Etkind, Uffelmann, Kukulin 2012, 21),
eastern Europe can without doubt be characterized as a space where postcolonial
structures, societies, and discourses circulate.

Was the Soviet regime a colonial empire? Contemporary scholars are not unan-
imous in the usage of the term “empire”: Birgerson (2002, 16, 176) views the term as a
tool for the political emotions of former colonized nations in the Baltics but also as a
term that characterizes the current geopolitics of Russia. Another area to which the
term “empire” was applied was the ethnic politics of the Soviet state, which, according
to Neimanis (1997, 32), proclaimed the equality of all nations within the USSR, but in
reality created the Russian nation as the dominant nation. This thesis is challenged by
Brubaker, who analyzed the situation of Russians in the USSR and found various
challenges to the dominance of Russians produced by and within the Soviet national
politics (Brubaker 1996, 38–39).
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In geographical terms, the classical colonial empire with “exotic” colonies overseas
was not the case of the former USSR, although the everyday reception of the Baltics as
the western provinces of the Soviet state may sustain the image of the Soviet empire
as a geographically vast state with colonies beyond the internal territories of the state
– both in a geographical sense (noncontinental climate and landscape) and in cultural
images or mental landscapes as non-Russian, Lutheran, western territories (Kelly 2012,
281–304). This image was inherited from the Tsarist Russian period, when the so-called
natsional’nye okraini [national provinces or borderland] were in various forms ‘the
Other’ of the Imperial Russia. Still, despite the concept of national provinces that
were inhabited mainly by a non-Russian and non-Orthodox population these terri-
tories were viewed as internal and their colonization was legitimized as “internal
consolidation,” not as the conquest or colonization of foreign territories (Rohdewald
2012, 527).

Secondly, postcolonial studies cannot sustain its explanatory power without
becoming an interdisciplinary space of debates on the question of how to explain
the processes in contemporary national states in Europe, including states that were
Soviet republics for almost half a century. How does one explain the radicalization of
society and symbolic antagonism of majorities and minorities, which, in Latvia’s case,
were articulated by the referendum on the status of the Russian language on 18
February 2012?

And finally, the third argument in favor of interpreting current societal develop-
ments in Latvia as postcolonial lies in the necessity of revising the popular idea of a
historic caesura that separates us, the Latvians of today, from the Soviet period
irrevocably. The major aim of the ideological frame of the post-Soviet Latvia lies in
the idea that the Soviet was not “ours” – it was installed with military force by an
occupying army and a political system of suppression of every protest. That is why it is
both illegal and illegitimate not only de jure and in the international politics of the
present, but it is also viewed as illegitimate in the collective imagination, politics, and
mnemonic activities. Only in the recent years have there been signs of scientific
reflections on this period, for example, publications in 2011–2013 by an academic
group led by professor of University of Latvia Vita Zelče within the “National identity”
research grant program.

The label of post-Soviet society may be irritating to some politicians or civil
servants, such as Normunds Vasariņš, a former civil servant of the Ministry of
Foreign Affairs of Latvia commenting on the regularity of the broadcasting of a very
popular Soviet film, The Irony of Fate (1975), by the director Eldar Ryazanov, which
critically reflected on the idleness of everyday Soviet life marked by scarcity of high-
quality furniture and clothes, small cramped flats and search for Western goods in a
comedy genre describing an insignificant man on New Year’s Eve (broadcast every
year on December 31) via Russia’s TV Channel “First Baltic Channel” in all three Baltic
states (Ījabs 2013, 11). I would argue that the presence of Soviet culture is no doubt
kept alive through the media-based culture of entertainment in contemporary Russia.
Latvia, as a country with very limited resources to compete in global entertainment-
shaped popular culture, is very much influenced by the contemporary media policies
of Russia. The large number of consumers of media content in Russian makes the
situation in Latvia even more complicated as global market politics compete with the
identity policies of a recently re-established nation-state.
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Another issue for postcolonial research is the politics of the past. The Baltic states,
according to Istrate (2012, 46–47), are “especially concentrating on the past” as the
result of long-lasting collective trauma of the occupation “which has violated the
national dignity.” The politics of the past exist not only within majority discourse, but
are also developed among ethnic minorities and their civic institutions – NGOs, media,
and political activism – in the shape of political actions, festivals, and multimedia
products for youth consumers. Conflicting concepts of the history of the twentieth
century in Latvia are articulated in many different areas. One example of this is the
politics of conflicting monuments, such as Milda, the monument in the center of Riga,
symbolizing the independence of the Latvian state, and the Statue of the “Liberators
of Riga” (Soviet Army soldiers) erected after World War II by the Soviet regime.
Different ethnic groups and political parties gather in front of both monuments on
different commemoration days, celebrating conflicting events, ideologies, and person-
alities, singing different songs in Latvian and Russian languages. Another dimension of
the interethnic gap between collective memories is the regular tensions between the
former veterans of the Latvian SS Legion and so-called “anti-fascists” who protest
annually on March 16, the unofficial SS legion commemoration day. May 9, the day of
the end of the so-called “Great Patriotic War” celebrated in Soviet and later in various
post-Soviet societies, is a mnemonic activity that gathers Soviet veterans in front of
the “Liberators of Riga” monument and is regularly criticized by right-wing politicians.
According to Platt (2012, 132), different groups of Latvian society live in different
historic dimensions, which is, according to Platt, explained by various “memory
regimes” that changed rapidly in Latvia in the twentieth century. As memory is a
vital element of the politics of integration in Latvia, discourses on collective memories
will be reflected upon in the present article. In order to make the structure of the
analysis clearer, I should name two issues of integration politics in Latvia which, in my
opinion, are the crucial ones:

(1) The slow naturalization process
(2) Conflicting concepts of Latvian history

The analysis of these two issues will also help to better understand what categories of
postcolonial interpretation are applicable to the postcolonial conditions in Latvia in
connection with the integration politics. The two issues, naturalization process and
conflicting concepts of Latvian history, can be used as indicators of low effectiveness
of present politics of integration. In the case of rapidly decreasing naturalization rates,
integration politics in Latvia does not “function” both in qualitative and quantitative
terms. Fewer and fewer noncitizens use this tool for political participation and inclu-
sion – in 2013 only one. Rather they choose alternative forms of civic activism, such as
the Congress of Non-Citizens, which launched the project of electing the first non-
citizens’ parliament in 11 June 2013, resulting in about 12,000 signatures/votes of both
– citizens and noncitizens, Latvians and non-Latvians. The Web site of the Congress,
including the state flag on the main page, is designed in the color of the noncitizens’
passport – dark purple. These elections were supported and organized by various
Russian NGOs and social activists, such as Alexander Gaponenko, the editor of the
Rodina.lv webpage, and Elizabete Krivcova, vice-international secretary of the party
“Harmony Center,” which is the largest fraction of the Saeima [the Latvian Parliament],
the winner of the municipal elections in Riga in June 2013. Thus some of the initiatives
of noncitizens NGOs in 2012, 2013, and 2014 were closely linked to the representatives
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of minority political elites who position themselves as defenders of minority interests,
including noncitizens.

Having named the two elements of the integration process, I will proceed with two
hypotheses and two attempts to apply the interpretative frame of postcolonial studies
in order to try to formulate possible explanations to insufficient integration policies in
Latvia and deepening ethnic gap.

Hypothesis 1: Rapid decrease of naturalization rates shows that the citizenship of Latvia provides
insufficient tools for inclusion beyond ethnicity.

As statistics of the State Agency for Citizenship and Migration show, the number of
naturalized noncitizens of Latvia in 2014 is almost eight times less than in 2006 (see
Figure 1). The number of noncitizens in Latvia as of January 2015 is estimated at
262,622 or about 13% of the Latvian population (The Office for Citizenship and
Migration Affairs 2014a; online data as of 1 January 2015, obtained from www.pmlp.
gov.lv). According to a survey conducted by the Office for Citizenship in June 2014,
19% of the noncitizens believe they deserve citizenship automatically and 14% are
satisfied with the status of noncitizen (The Office for Citizenship and Migration Affairs
2014b; online data as of 19 June 2014) (Web site of The Office for Citizenship and
Migration; online data as of 1 January 2013). According to a survey conducted by the
Office for Citizenship in June 2014, 19% of the noncitizens believe they deserve
citizenship automatically and 14% are satisfied with the status of noncitizen (The
Office for Citizenship and Migration Affairs 2014b; online data as of 19 June 2014).

The term nepilsonis [noncitizen] (synonym to “stateless”) was introduced and
explained in the Law “On the Status of Former USSR Citizens Who Have no
Citizenship of Other States” as of 12 April 1995, and since then has been closely
related to the ethnic origin of noncitizens as the majority of them are non-Latvians

Year
Number of people who acquired 

citizenship of Latvia
1995
1996
1997
1998
1999
2000
2001
2002
2003
2004
2005
2006
2007
2008
2009
2010
2011
2012
2013

984
3016
2992
4439

12427
14900
10637
9844

10049
16064
19169
16439
6826
3004
2080
2336
2467
2213
1732

2014

Figure 1. Naturalization rates per annum 1995–2013.
Source: website of the Office for Citizenship and Migration Affairs (www.pmlp.gov.lv).
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who entered Latvia after occupation on 17 June 1940. In my opinion, ethnicity, which
as a category prevails over social, regional, and professional forms of community and
solidarity in post-Soviet Latvia, has subsumed citizenship as a category of a political
community and cohesion beyond the ethnic origin of citizens.

In Lithuania, although citizenship had been granted to all minorities living in the
country under the Soviet regime, the concept of the Lithuanian nation is still based on
Lithuanian ethnic culture and language, thus becoming another “imagined” ethnic
nation (Pavlovaite 2003, 242).

The situation in Estonia is both different and similar to Latvia – large number of
noncitizens (about 7%), low Estonian language proficiency among minorities domi-
nates the agenda of integration policy in this country (Solska 2011, 1100). The right to
vote in municipal elections granted to Estonian noncitizens has provided tools for
overcoming so-called ethnic voting on a municipal level, but the institutionalization of
the dominance of ethnic Estonian culture has remained one of the dominant political
goals (Pettai and Hallik 2002, p 523).

Let us return to Latvia and try to interpret the negative trends in statistics on
naturalization process. My explanation for the dramatic slowing down of the process
of naturalization in Latvia is as follows: up to now, citizenship of Latvia has not been
sufficiently linked to belonging to the community of citizens as a community of
diverse political interests realized through the act of executing the supreme power
of a nation. As a nation, the Latvian people are primarily shaped by ethnic categories,
which consist of collective memories (including traumas and elements of ethnic pride,
realized through national heroes, sites, monuments, dates of battles and victories, etc.)
of the ethnic majority. The effectiveness of ethnically shaped citizenship is often
diminished because ethnicity is the predominant tool for belonging, but this type of
belonging is limited and produces various forms of exclusion, hierarchies, and nega-
tive images of the Other, which circulate in contemporary Latvian society. A hierarch-
ical concept of ethnicity dominates basic elements of the civic and governmental
instruments of creating tools for belonging. At the moment citizenship in Latvia is
linked much more with the collective past of the majority and does not function in the
public space as an umbrella for a variety of identities, including the ethnic identities of
minorities. At the same time politics as res publica, as common public issues, have
been privatized by the ethnicity of the political actors and their followers, including
voters. A shadow zone of political participation is the phenomenon of noncitizens,
who create various forms of substitution for limited political activities. The Congress of
Non-Citizens (2013) illustrates ways of replacing missing direct democratic tools of
participation. It also shows the instability of Latvian political culture, making it fragile
and open to various political fantasies, promises of political exodus into alternative
forms of political citizenship without the need to come into contact with the ethnic
majority (in the media space) or through political interaction, sharing the publicly
accepted version of history, state language, and Latvian citizenship policy.

The tendency I have been analyzing over the last three years (Hanovs and
Tēraudkalns 2012, 152–76; Hanovs 2011, 33–54) since the campaign of collecting
signatures for the Russian language referendum in autumn 2011 is rather alarming.
In my opinion, the political activists of ethnic minorities, active since the 1990s, have in
general given up their attempts to participate in the politics of the state and started
working on creating parallel structures that may address those Latvian inhabitants
who do not belong to the community of citizens, feel alienated, and tend to view
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these political activists as their representatives in the parallel political processes. The
Congress of Latvian Non-Citizens could be mentioned as an example. This political
union recently decided to hold elections for the Parliament of Non-Citizens, simulta-
neously with the municipal elections on 1 June 2013, in which noncitizens are not
allowed to participate. The Web site of the campaign has the following message as its
slogan: We did not elect this power, it does not represent us! (Web site of the Council
of Non-Citizens, 2013).

Another example of political parallelism was the idea of lawyer Illarion Girss, leader
candidate of the Riga municipal elections from the new party “Zarya” [“Dawn”], to offer
Russian language courses for Latvians from the countryside who search for jobs in
Riga and need the Russian language to apply for a position – Russian-language
courses instead of Latvian-language courses for those minorities who do not speak
Latvian should be viewed as the demonstration of an alternative concept of language
policies and a challenge to state language policies.

These forms of political activism establish surrogate forms of political representa-
tion – if there is a parliament elected by just a part of Latvian inhabitants, the
noncitizens will create another alternative parliament mentioned above. Such a simu-
lacrum parliament, although not having any legal status and instruments of decision-
making, may draw its symbolic influence from sources other than the Latvian
Constitution and predominant interpretation of Latvian history. It may, once it has
been elected, become a symbol of parallel political worlds, parallel agendas, and
parallel affiliations in the public space. I would stress here that such a symbolic
structure is a clear symptom of growing political escapism from the frame of the
restored republic of 1991 into suggestive political participation created for
noncitizens.

I tend to view the Rubicon of the political annihilation of ethnic minorities as
having taken place in late autumn 2011, not in February 2012, when the campaign for
the collection of signatures turned into the “Russian language” referendum on 18
February 2012. In autumn 2011, Vladimir Linderman, the leader of the campaign “For
the Mother Tongue,” expressed his disappointment at the results of government
coalition-building after the parliamentary elections in September 2011 – the winner
of the elections, the so-called “pro-minorities”, “party ‘Harmony Center,’” did not enter
the new government after long debates on recognizing the fact of the Soviet occupa-
tion. In 2012, Linderman founded a new party, called “Zarya” which included the
acronym for Za Rodnoi Yazyk [For the Mother Tongue – in Russian]. This party partici-
pated in the municipal elections on 1 June 2013 hoping for as much support as they
received for the referendum (186,000 signatures), but received only 0.34% votes in the
capital Riga and 1.41% in Daugavpils where 53% of the population are of Russian
origin (http://www.pv2013.cvk.lv/). “Zarya,” which participated in the municipal elec-
tions with the slogan of equal status for the Russian and Latvian language, is not
represented in any of the 119 Latvian constituencies (including nine cities). Thus, the
majority of ethnic minorities in Riga and Daugavpils voted for already established and
well-known “minorities’ parties” and clearly rejected the more radical version of ethnic
politics. One may conclude that there was no shift of political affiliations toward
radicalization within the electorate of ethnic minorities during the municipal elections
in June 2013.

This may sound rather simplistic, but citizenship that is a projection of the collec-
tive ethnic experience of the 1940s is also perceived as such by the ones whose ethnic
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origins are non-Latvian and who are noncitizens. Collective projections of historic
trauma in contemporary legislation may have their effects on both sides – the majority
and minority groups affected by the legislation – in their forms of participation. In this
case, naturalization may be opposed as a symbol of a distorted interpretation of the
past (“we were born here and we require citizenship automatically” – the major claim
of the campaign “Change the Law on Citizenship” in autumn 2012; www.zaravnie
prava.lv). Another argument used by the campaign for the Elections for the Parliament
of Non-Citizens is the idea of minorities having supported the independence of Latvia
during the referendum for an independent Latvia on 3 March 1991, in which 73% of
the Soviet Latvian voters supported the idea of an independent republic. These results
are used in Russian conservative discourse (NGO Rodina [fatherland – in Russian], the
Council of Non-Citizens, etc.) as a sign of the loyalty of minorities and often linked to
the status of noncitizens as a proof of discrimination by the ethnic majority after
independence had been reinstated (http://rodina.lv/manifest). Some of the former
influential activists of the “Latvian People’s Front,” such as the poet Marina
Kosteneckaya, share this view and on 21 January 2011 expressed the idea that the
status of noncitizens is a form of treachery toward Latvian Russians (http://www.ves.lv/
article/158708).

Following the concept of a community as a disturbing factor of state policy
formulated by Bhabha (1994, 330), one may suggest that the position of ethnic
minorities in ethnic Latvian discourses is shaped by two factors: their “origin” from
the USSR as a nonwestern, nondemocratic state and by the collective trauma of ethnic
Latvians the majority of whom suffered under the Soviet regime in Latvia. Another
useful argument by Bhabha is linked to the postcolonial theoretical frame – colonized
communities may refuse to participate in state affairs as its subjects (Bhabha 1994,
330). This refusal of civic participation shaped Latvian intellectual opposition to the
Soviet regime, but may well be characteristic of a certain community in a democratic
society – in Latvia, the decolonization of the post-Soviet ethnic Latvian community,
called de-Sovietization, was followed by the rapid transformation of the former Soviet
Russians into minorities that were held responsible for the Soviet period and commu-
nist regime in various public debates. The experience of becoming a minority, the
majority of which also became noncitizens, as well as predominant negative right-
wing Latvian political discourse shaped by mistrust and negative images of the ethnic
Other can be interpreted in terms of symbolic re-colonization, led by Latvian con-
servative political discourse toward ethnic minorities. In this case, growing local
conservative Russian nationalistic discourse that is becoming more and more visible,
especially in cyberspace where the fact of the Soviet occupation is denied (www.
rodina.lv), may be interpreted, in Bhabhian terms, as a refusal to support a nation-state
and its politics of the past. The refusal to participate is not a passive one, but it takes
place in different performances, such as the so-called “Russian march,” festivities on
May 9 or internet campaigns for the Russian language as the second official language
and videos stating that “our time has come to rise” (YouTube video “Za rodnoj yazik”
posted by film24V in 2011). Such performative means of the refusal to share in the
predominant discourse and views of history are characteristic of minorities in societies,
where majority political discourses tend to use exclusion techniques as a form of
creating an omnipresent majority culture, which is linked to the process of Latvian
modernization after 1990.
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This type of modernization using various tools of exclusion of the Other can be
explained by the concept of Cooper (2012, 202), who argues that modernization
may cause frustrations and fears when communities perceive themselves as being at
risk of losing their identities. In the Latvian case, two discourses of threatened
communities exist – the ethnic majority threatened by the influence of Russia and
large numbers of minorities in various national affairs and ethnic minorities threa-
tened by current Latvian policies of establishing Latvian ethnic culture as the only
official public culture in Latvia. The sense of the Russians being a threatened and
excluded community, formulated on Rodina.lv Web site, which I use here as a case
study, results also in the denial of ethnic diversity among minorities themselves. As
stated on the Web site, all minorities in Latvia are Russians (www.rodina.lv) irrespec-
tive of their ethnic origin and cultural identity, thus ignoring or “colonizing” the
large number of other ethnic non-Latvians, including Belarusians, Poles, Ukrainians,
Georgians, Jews, Germans, Roma, Estonians, etc. (http://www.latvia.lv/library/ethnic-
minorities-latvia).

To summarize, citizenship of Latvia in the present political discourse of the ethnic
majority elite does not cover the diversity of the multiethnic landscape of Latvian
society and thus it does not function properly in terms of the classical nation-state
version – as the participation of all the inhabitants in state affairs. The result is that the
political elite of the ethnic majority, which shapes state politics, attempts to execute
power over each and every member of the territory community in the nation-state,
but at the same time creates instruments that stimulate an escape from the authority
of a nation-state.

A much more effective erosion of cohesion than restrictions from the side of the
Government is the voluntary nonparticipation in the affairs of the society that should
shape state institutions. The limited effectiveness of citizenship as an inclusive tool
may turn into a decisive element of nonparticipation in the affairs of the society, be it
at a municipal or national level. Civic participation is closely linked to communities of
interests, and if there is no community of citizens beyond ethnic and historical
divisions in the legislation, interest in becoming a member of the community of
citizens will soon vanish. This leads me to the second problem and hypothesis,
which is important for the current policies of integration in Latvia – the interpretation
of Latvian history of the twentieth century by minority activists.

Hypothesis 2: The history of Latvia exists in two competing versions, linked to ethnicity which
shapes collective memory and political participation of individuals.

In her work on the performative practices of cultural memory, Dutch professor of
literary theory Mieke Bal stated, using theatrical performances as an example, that the
mnemonic process can be defined as a performative act. Another important remark on
the nature of memory is stated further in her essay, saying that “Memory is damned to
become anachronistic.” This means, according to Bal, that current public discourses in
which texts are produced should not be read (interpreted) through the prism of past
discourses because in this case the act of memory will be bordering areas of lies,
hypocrisy, and deceit (Bal 2006, 263).

Since Pierre Nora’s concept of the political engagement of memory in the history of
the French Republic, sites of memory have become a very intensively used term for
the analysis of space in time – this concept is the frame where collective memory
theories meet the postcolonial frame. Edward Said mentioned in the introduction to
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the essays Culture and Imperialism that usage of the past is a strategy often used to
explain the present (Said 1994, 37).

This statement would not have become innovative had Said (1994, 37) not added
another point to describe the politics of the past – this strategy, in his opinion, is so
frequently used because there is no assurance that the past is really past, gone never
to return. This thesis may be useful to describe the situation in contemporary Latvian
society, where parallel versions of the past, mainly of the twentieth century, exist and
interact in state politics and shape election campaigns and their results. In Latvia, the
plurality of twentieth-century history versions reflects not academic or civic plurality,
but antagonistic versions of the concept of the origin of the occupation, Soviet Latvia
and negative images of various ethnic communities instead. In this situation, again,
history has become not a space for all groups of society to participate in the recollec-
tion of their common past, but rather an arena for sustaining the collective past, full of
fears, “wrong” remembering and forbidden acts of memory. History is used to define
the position of ethnic minorities in contemporary Latvian society. The traumatic
experience of the occupation has been transformed into a tool of integration policy,
but I doubt the effectiveness of such transformation, when there is no inclusion
philosophy in the debates on collective traumas. The failure of the inclusion of ethnic
minorities into debates on Latvian Soviet history has resulted in the revitalization of
visions of history that were alive and disseminated during the Soviet period, including
the aforementioned concept of the Latvian Saeima voting to join the Soviet Union in
1940 (www.rodina.lv).

Because of the short history of Latvian statehood, the predominant recollection
space will for a long period remain the twentieth century: the facts and emotions
linked to the occupation of 1940, to be accurate. That is why debates on occupation
should become inclusive, not exclusive, and should create the “sharing of trauma and
experience” instead of supporting denial of the occupation as a tool for opposing
exclusive, annihilating discourses concerning minorities.

With this suggestion in mind, the following question may arise: how can the history
of the nation, regained after its communist “captivity,” serve as a tool for strengthen-
ing societal integration in Latvia? Let me start by briefly outlining the present trends,
which, as it seems to me do exactly the opposite – divide society along ethnic
concepts of historical interpretation. Firstly, the history of Latvia was distorted during
the Soviet period and this distortion penetrated the collective imagination of all ethnic
groups in society – both minorities and majority groups were affected by censored
school books, mass activities, Soviet festivals and Soviet heroes, etc. The problem with
the construction of the past as an alternative to the regime-controlled memory is that
a dissident memory becomes very reactive to various elements of collective emotions,
transformed into collective imagination and myths. Kulturelles Gedächtnis [cultural
memory – in German], a term coined by Jan Assmann, representing a period of time,
which goes beyond the lives of three generations, encompasses such elements of
collective memory that have no surviving witnesses and do not need such survivors
because the facts are replaced by beliefs and constructions that are shaped by quasi-
religious affections and thus are seldom questioned or critically proven, unless one
risks contradicting the community of memory (Assmann 2000, 42).

This is what is happening to both the Latvians and Latvian minorities. Collective
memory of both groups was 50 years under severe control and the process of
eliminating events and personalities undesired by the Soviet regime. Two decades
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of dominance of the nationalistic political discourse toward minorities since the end of
the 1980s has in many senses replaced Latvian history by collective ethnic memory. As
historian Mārtiņš Mintaurs stated in his article Everyone May Have Their Own Idea of a
Butterfly:

Latvian historiography had grown not from academic studies, from examination of the text of
the Chronicle of Henry of Livonia and its comparison with other historic sources, but from
literature, or to be precise, from literary tradition. (. . .) History is a text. Literature is a text. (. . .) A
text of a historian is based on the critics of sources, which (let us believe so!) allows us to prove
the facts and to turn them into reconstructions of the past. (. . .) Facts are the bricks made by
the historian himself, these are the basis of history, which can be compared with the materials
used by a poet, a writer or an artist for creation of images of the past. (Mintaurs 2012, 5)

Cooper (2012, 379) stated that the way one makes history shapes the way one makes
politics and vice versa. The same holds true for contemporary Latvian society, which
has acquired a two-way construction for interpreting twentieth-century history.
History explains the failures of contemporary politics and politics makes use of history
as a set of literary and mnemonic practices to legitimize the construction of contem-
porary forms and limits of participation.

At this moment we reach another crucial element of the politics of integration –
the transformation of traumatic experience from the past of ethnic majority into
political discourses on contemporary minorities of Latvia. In this sense I agree with
the statement of Frederick Cooper, who analyzed the link between history study and
postcolonial studies. Cooper, reflecting on the ideas of grand narratives, such as
Enlightenment, stressed that

History, as such, does not offer any lessons. . .but to think through a historical process is to
observe the relationship of action and its consequences. That is why I keep insisting on the
importance of looking at the way in which specific actions by states or political movements
reconfigured concepts and possibilities. (Cooper 2005, 412)

The consequences of the 1940 experience have shaped the process of ascribing
negative roles to minority groups in the current political discourse among Latvian
political parties of the right-wing spectrum. This tendency put upside down and
adjusted to collective emotions and memories has been borrowed and is widely
used also by NGOs and political parties of ethnic minorities to define ethnicity and
political goals of ethnic minorities. The predominant concept – that Latvians are the
community of the former occupied and colonized – can be interpreted as a variation
of a classical liberation movement of a postcolonial society, but can also be denied by
those who view themselves as oppressed by former colonized. This concept is getting
more and more popular among minorities NGOs and is widely spread in the Russian-
speaking cyber space. The participation of the community in the colonial regime is
seen as forced and passive, but a proactive role is ascribed to the occupants/colonizers
of the Latvians. As the Soviet regime has become the past, but its history is a part of
contemporary Latvian politics, in Latvian postcolonial society the colonizers’ functions
in the right-wing discourse are being ascribed to the relicts of the regime in the form
of a large number of minorities left by the Soviet regime after 1991. Here, again, the
Caliban curse may be remembered – what if the postcolonial societies and their elites
liberating themselves from the colonizers use similar discursive practices and concepts
used previously by the colonizers? What if the long-lasting experience of being
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colonized simply dominates the liberated elites of a re-established state and shapes
the politics of integration of ethnic minorities?

These questions remind me of the concept formulated by postcolonial scholar
Dipesh Chakrabarty concerning the risk of the past returning at the very moment it
is denied by a postcolonial society that attempts to overcome the consequences of
the colonial rule. Analyzing Marx’s concept of the past returning, Chakrabarty stated
that, “Political action is thus loaded with the risk that what was meant to be a break
with the past (. . .) could end up looking like return of the dead” (2000, 245).
Chakrabarty`s warning is applicable to both majority and minority conservative dis-
courses in the current Latvia. Freedom or liberation from the past, in Latvian case the
Soviet past, according to the author, can also be perceived as a pool of resources to be
used in the process of modernization (246). One may add that in the Latvian situation
the history of the Soviet Latvia is used by both discursive groups, nationalistic Latvian
politicians and minority nationalistic politicians with clearly opposite meanings
attached to facts, figures, personalities, and sites of memory of the last century. The
minorities’ politicians and activists in Latvia search in the “pool of the past” hoping to
find an explanatory frame for the status of noncitizens that could provide inclusive
discourse for minorities otherwise generally neglected by Latvian ethnic politicians.
Thus the pool of the Soviet past in Latvia becomes an attractive and positive,
romanticized and self-sufficient space for creating meanings, identities, and belonging.
This model can be supported by a further argument stating that postcolonial societies
use nationalism as a tool for modernization, but nationalism that hopes to break away
from the colonial regime remains linked to colonial rule. Vivek Chibber, another
postcolonial scholar, used the expression “terms” to describe the reason for connec-
tion between the old colonial ideology and the “new” postcolonial politics. By “terms”
he meant reason and the ideology of Enlightenment taken over without critical
revision. That is why nationalism of a postcolonial society in his opinion remains
“wedded to some of its [colonialism] more subtle mechanisms of control” (Chibber
2013, 280).

The language once learned and experienced during the Soviet regime – the
language of politics based on ethnic predominance and exclusion – may become
vital once again in the changed political frame of a postcolonial society.

In this case, the liberation and emancipation discourse that shaped postcolonial
societies in various parts of the world, including the newest postcolonial societies in
the eastern Europe, can be interpreted both as a reaction and some kind of continua-
tion of colonial discourses, sometimes in visions of society after the fall of the
colonizers, sometimes using the same patterns of politics toward the Other of the
new dominant political culture.

It is crucial for the understanding of competing memories and alternative ver-
sions of Latvian history to make the following clear: the romanticized tradition of
historiography in Latvia cannot be solely attributed to the ethnic majority. It not
only serves political aims by means of offering emotional consolation for those who
suffered under the rule of the empire. It also offers the possibility to create a mirror
reflection for the aims and goals of the minorities, whose image within the political
discourse of the majority elite is close to the image of former colonizers. History
replaced by memory as a set of collective emotions offers the same possibility for
an image upgrade for the ethnic minorities as once used by the colonized majority.
This upgrading of a collective image may include the annihilation or rejection of a
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majority explanatory frame. The campaign for the collection of signatures for the
referendum on the Russian language proved this scenario to be a successful tool
for acquiring the signatures of more than 180,000 Latvian citizens. I tend to
interpret the refusal to accept the fact of occupation and the predominant status
of the Latvian language expressed in various forms of political activism of minority
NGOs as acts of translation made by activists of ethnic minorities. Bhabha (1994,
326) defined translation as “the performative nature of cultural communication.”
But what does denial of occupation or lacking support for the Latvian language
communicate? Are these denials only denials or something more? Perhaps these
activities signify a lack of constructive belonging in the new society? Bhabha
continues:

Cultural translation desacralizes the transparent assumptions of cultural supremacy, and in that
very act, demands a contextual specificity, a historical differentiation within minority positions.
(Bhabha 1994, 327)

I tend to interpret the acts of translating the three issues – denial of the occupation,
challenging the predominance of the Latvian language and ignoring the naturalization
process – as acts that can be viewed as performative acts of desacralization of the
identity of the majority. Challenging the cultural supremacy of Latvian ethnic dis-
course, the occupation and state language, means indicating that both issues have not
become inclusive discourses, but discourses that have supported various forms of
exclusion of ethnic minorities since the mid-1990s instead.

Conclusion: Prospects for further research

In this article, I examined some of the key terms of postcolonial studies, such as
performance and translation, applied to two major issues of Latvian integration policy
– low naturalization rates and the denial of the predominant version of Latvian history,
including the denial of the fact of occupation and activities to establish the Russian
language as the state language. Another important case study was the recently
established Parliament of Non-Citizens. All these examples analyzed provided argu-
ments in favor of defining postcolonial studies as an interdisciplinary frame for
analyzing integration politics in Latvia. Postcolonial studies with their multifaceted
spectrum of themes, which go beyond one region or historical period, are applicable
to the conditions of the Latvian society, which is in many ways definable as a
postcolonial society that emerged from the ruins of the USSR. The renewal of imperial
discourses in contemporary Russia will further influence the postcolonial situation in
the former republics of the Soviet empire – some scholars tend to analyze the pop
industry in Russia as a global tool for new, consumer-based colonialism and soft
power, mentioning the specific case of the “New Wave” pop music festival that
takes place in seaside resort town Jurmala every summer (Platt 2013, 460). Others,
for example, Vladimir Kagansky, claim that the contemporary Russian cultural land-
scape has inherited its major features from the Soviet space, which, in turn, developed
many features of Russian empire. It means, according to Kagansky (2013, 58), that
Russia “in the imperial cultural landscape.”

Latvia is in a state of transformation, and it has inherited a large group of ethnic
minorities. It is still a post-society, which is creating a new frame for political
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participation, largely based on remembering the traumatic past of both – the majority
and, since 1990, minorities as well.

Among the various components of this transformation process, the majority come
from the set of recollections about the interrupted statehood of the 1930s. Another
source of transformation comes from outside the paradigm of restoration – global
mobility, new communication networks, global economic interdependency shaping
the volume and forms of national sovereignty: debates on European federalism and
the constitution of the EU, as well as discourse on strengthening supranational control
over national budgets, may in the near future affect some of the traditional preroga-
tives of national politics. These factors may stimulate the emergence of a neo-nation-
alism, combined with the traditional romantic ethnic nationalism of the nineteenth
century not only in the old EU member states but also in eastern Europe. If we
presume that these factors may at some time interact and become active, what
questions may arise regarding the postcolonial situation in Latvia and what other
issues are still to be reflected upon?

In my opinion, one of the most important issues is to draw more attention to
performative forms of both ethnic identities, both majority and minority identities, as
well as discursive practices concerning the parallel forms of political activism of those
who do not belong to the community of citizens. The current integration policy is
challenged by alternative versions of participation in politics. These alternatives are
growing in number and forms and can receive support, both emotional and political,
from large numbers of ethnic minorities, thus in turn providing new “evidence” for the
stereotyped images of minorities who are often associated with the colonial past of
the ethnic nation.

Epilogue

After the majority of the article had been completed, some new events occurred to
illustrate the further deepening of non-dialogue politics in Latvia on the issues of
societal integration and the recognition of ethnic minorities. Let me mention the
following two events.

The first is another meeting of the Parliament of Non-Citizens (the organizers call
themselves “the Parliament of the unrepresented”), which took place on 15 September
2013. According to one of the leaders of this initiative, Mr. Gaponenko, the parliament
of the unrepresented, set up a special commission to evaluate the damage caused to
Latvian noncitizens by their status in various areas of public life (Integration and
Minority Information Service of the Latvian Centre for Human Rights, information as
of 16 September 2013.). In my opinion, the establishment of such a commission is a
mirror reflection or rather a symbolic action of creating alternative discourses on the
issue of noncitizens. Another commission had been established to evaluate the
damage caused by the Soviet occupation. This commission had been active irregularly,
usually exposed to the media during the pre-election campaigns.

Another event is a media event – debates initiated by the Latvian MEP Karlis
Sadurskis (former Minister of Education well known for his unskillful communication
during the establishment of the education reform in minority schools) in September
2013. In his opinion, it would be time to establish the education system solely in
Latvian language and to use the finances spent for education in minority languages
for the rise of salaries of teachers (Integration and Minority Information Service of the
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Latvian Centre for Human Rights). This statement in my opinion ignores the context of
the Framework Convention for the Protection of Ethnic Minorities totally.

Both snapshots of the latest debates on the minority situation in Latvia show the
following tendencies that shape Latvian integration discourse: firstly, based on the
musings of the Russian philosopher Pyatigorsky and Alekseev (2008) on the relations
of modern state and society, Latvian minority discourse is a relic of twentieth-century
state-dominated politics on the visions of a society that can function properly solely
within the frame of state control and state-shaped hierarchies. The Second Alternative
report on the implementation of the Council of Europe Framework Convention for the
Protection of National Minorities in Latvia stated that the process of elaborating the
new integration policy paper was formal, ignoring various proposals by experts and
representatives of civic society (see Report by Latvian Centre for Human Rights [2013,
16] on this subject). This is exactly the policy style that Russian philosopher Alexander
Pyatigorsky opposed in his contemplations on the conditions of the modern, or rather
postmodern society. He stated:

The state had stopped being the only place for politics, the only universal political space, in
which politics is carried out as a set of actions, discourse and thinking. Nowadays politics is
being transferred more and more into alternative spheres of human activities. . .Already in the
second half of the 20th century the concept of society had turned out to be fake and was
demystified to such a degree, that it was of no use for the state. (Pyatigorsky and Alekseev
2008, 98–100)

In Latvia’s case, conservative discourse is stuck in the belief of the dominance of the
state policies toward minorities, ignoring the plurality of approaches circulating in
contemporary Europe and the plurality of political actors, choosing the concept of an
ethnic community expansion to ideally all spheres of public life. An example for this
discrepancy is the latest initiative of the “Unity” party and one of its academic advisors
Egils Levits to write a special passage on the outstanding role of the ethnic Latvians in
the creation of the Latvian state in the introductory part of the Latvian Constitution.
The traditional formula in the text of the Constitution “the people of Latvia” would
thus be diminished in its symbolic inclusive role. On 18 January 2014, the “Unity” MPs
in the Latvian Saeima decided to exclude the formula “state nation” from the new
version of the introductory part of the Latvian Constitution again without commu-
nicating to the society the reasons and aims of this change (NRA 2014).

Another issue to be followed and analyzed during the parliamentary pre-election
campaign in 2014 is the growing tendency of the self-annihilation of various civic
minority actors of in Latvia, be they in the form of the Parliament of Non-Citizens or
the minority media becoming a tool for ethnic voting in October 2014, when a part of
Latvian society goes to vote for their future MPs and another part will go on devel-
oping alternative simulacra of political nonparticipation.

One of the most influential political commentators on the issues of society integra-
tion in Latvia, Professor Juris Rozenvalds, described the situation during the presenta-
tion of the Shadow Report on the Convention for the Protection of Ethnic Minorities in
Latvia on 27 September 2013 as “approaching a crossroads.” This would mean that
debates are necessary to agree upon the direction of inclusive integration policies.
According to another academician involved into global debates on nationalism and
cultural politics, Nicolas Bourriaud, Europe and the global society in general need new,
critical debates on identities and this includes new concepts of national histories:
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We must move beyond the peaceful and sterile coexistence of reified cultures (multiculturalism)
to a state of cooperation among cultures that are equally critical of their identity – that is to say,
we must reach the stage of translation. The stakes are immense. It is a question of rewriting
‘official history’ in favor of plural accounts, and in the process working out the possibility of
dialogue among these different versions of history. (Bourriaud 2009, 28)

And for this task to be performed, an academic discourse should become a part of the
civic debates on the content and participants in the development of the concept of
the Latvian nation.
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